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with the red pieparation of turmenc, and head it in some such
fashion as the following, making a few fictitious entnes for
good luck, of articles used on festive occasions,—
4 Praise to Shree Gunesh ! Shree Sardajeex is true ! Praise
' to the floods of the jewel-treasury—the ocean ! Shree Um-
' bajee mother is true ' Shree Boucherajee is true !
' In the year of Vikrum, 1908, on the first day of the light
' half of the month Karteek, being Saturday, in Shree Bhow-
 *	migger, the chief, Shree Veejye Singh, is luhng ,   his heir
' apparent is the Prince Shiee Dajee Raj, and Desaee Sooruj-
' lam is the minister    This book is the account book of the
 *	present writer, Sha Moteechund Soorchund'
Dr
 Turmenc, £ seer
Sugar, 1 seer
Betel, i seer
Nutmegs, 7
 Turmenc, \ seer
Sugar, 1 seer
Betel, i seer
Nutmegs s 7
 Cr
The third day of the month of Wyeshak, which, in the
language of Goozerat, is called Ukhaturee,2 is supposed to be
the day on which the storms of the monsoon commence, and
the sea becomes unfit for navigation It is the great day of
omens The Hindoos, on the evening of the 2nd, make,
outside the villages, model towns built of corn, and stoied
with little heaps of various grams They place therein, also,
a copper coin to represent the laja, betel nut to stand for
the minister, a little cotton, some sugar, and other articles
On the morning of the 3rd, the villagers examine the model
If the ants have interfered much with any kind of gram
during the night time, the people think that the gram will be
scarce during the ensuing year In whatever direction the
cotton has been lemoved, theie, they believe, cotton will be
in demand that season, and they conclude that the raja or
minister will prosper or suffer misfortune, accordingly as the
1 Suruswutee
a [ATc6a tntiya AUa is the axle of the chariot wheel of the Sun, which
is worshipped on that day But the proper form of the word 10 aksJiccya
t? itlya ' the undecaymg third', which, under the farm Akhtlj, marks the
beginning of the agnoultural year m northern India (Crooke, Popular
Religion and Folklore of Norfftem Indtti, ji 287 ff) ]

